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BoP support: Country receives $2.2 billion Chinese lending 
The country Monday received inflows amounting to $2.2 billion from China as loan for balance of 
payment support. According to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), it has received RMB 15 billion 
equivalent to $2.2 billion as proceeds of the loan obtained by government of Pakistan from China. 
Pakistan is facing a balance of payment crisis and approached friends such as Saudi Arabia, UAE 
and China for financial support to overcome this crisis. 
 
With the efforts of Prime Minister Imran Khan, Saudi Arabia in October last year pledged to provide 
a support of $6 billion including $3 billion of placement with Pakistan for one year and $3 billion for 
deferred oil payment facility. Pakistan has already received $3 billion from Saudi Arabia in three 
tranches arrived in November, December and January. 
 
In addition, the UAE also agreed to place $3 billion with Pakistan for balance of payment support 
and so far some $2 billion has been arrived from the UAE, while another $1 billion is likely to arrive 
in a few weeks. 
 
Spokesperson, Finance Ministry Dr Khaqan Najeeb in a tweet said that the transfer is due to 
successful multi-pronged strategy of the government of Pakistan to ensure stability in balance of 
payments position. He said the government has also succeeded in curtailing current account deficit, 
improving remittances and ensuring adequate foreign exchange financing and added that foreign 
exchange reserves have now increased to comfortable level. 
 
He further said that as of today foreign exchange reserves held by SBP have hit a double digit mark 
of $10.67 billion. The net foreign exchange reserves held by commercial banks stand at $6.91 
billion. Implementation of a successful strategy has ensured total foreign exchange reserves of the 
country rising to a comfortable level of $17.58 billion. 
 
However, according to SBP, net foreign exchange reserves with SBP were $8,838.7 million by 
March 15, 2019. The SBP has not yet credited the deposits on its accounts, but would do so by the 
end of month. 
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